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8. St. Joan is a play by ---
(A) Marlowe (B) sheridan (c) Bbrnard shaw (D) None of these

Eliza Doolittle, is a character from ---
(A)Vanity Fair (B) pygmarion (c)Arms and the Man (D)waste Land

Stratford-upon-Avon is the birthplace of _-_
(A) Robert Poly (B) Ingram Frizer (c)shakespeare (D) Marrowe
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"Was this the face that launched a thousand ships,, is the line from the p!ay?

(A) Macbeah (B) Dr.Faustus (c) The Rivals (D) The way of the World

The Power and the Glory is a novel by:

(A) Marlowe (B) Graham Greene (C) Eliot (D)Jane Austen

"lago" is a character from Shakespeare,s play-_*
(A) Macbeth (B) Hamtet (c) Otheilo (D) Twetfth Night

Elizabeth Bennet is the heroine of the novel

(A) Vanity Fair(B) pride and prejudice (c) lvanhoe (D) Great Expectations

"But I have promises to keep, and miles to go before I sleep,, are the lines in the
poem:

(A)Tintern Abbey (B)stopping by wccds on a sno,wy Evenlng {c} Daffodils (D)

Adonais

Mistakes of a Night is the initial title of the play

(A) The way of the world (B) she stoops to conquer (C) Arms and the Man (D) Edward ll
Mirabell is the character from the play --
(A) The way of the world(B) Vanity Fair (c) tvanhoe (D) she stoops to conquer
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29. 'The Schoolfor Scandal" is a play by
(A) R.B.Sheridan (B) Goldsmith (C)Congreve (D) Dickens

30. A tale of two cities is a novel set in ----
(A) London and Paris (B) Paris and German (C) London and German (D) None of these

31. God of Small Things is a novel by

32.

(A) Shashi Deshpande (B) Arundhati Roy (C)Toru Dutt (D) Jumpa Lahari

He saw her, -------(choose the correct question tag)
(A) is he? (B)won't he? (C )didn't he? (D) doesn't he?

A person who does not believe in God

(A) Atheist (B) philanthropist (C) misogynist (D) fatalist
Antonym for the word'tonceal"
(A) scdrce (B) reveal (C) wide (D) wrong
Hayava'dana is a play by

(A) Girish Karnad (B) Goldsmith (C)Jane Austen (D) Eliot

35. Swamiand Friends is written by

(A) Mulk Raj Anand (B) Arundhati Roy (C) R.K.Narayan (D) Raja Rao

37. "Bakha", is the central character in the novel ----
(A) Post Office (B) Untouchable (C) Kanthapura (D) None of these
"Behold her, single in the field" is the first line of the poem?

(A) Bangle Sellers (B) Thy Gitu (C) Solitary Reaper (D)Autumn
"lndia's Contribution to World Unity" is an essay by
(A) Leacock (B) Arnold Toynbee (C) A.J.Cronin (D) Tagore

40. Doctor for skin diseases is called
(A) Cardiologist (B) Dermatologist (C) paediatrician (D) optholmalogist

4L. Motivated students rarely ----- mistakes.
(A)are making (B) make (C)are made (D) has made

42. President of the U.S.A. will be visiting lndia next week
(A) An (B)A (C) The (D) No article

43. The chairman decided to call off the meeting. What does the underlined phrase mean?
(A) postpone (B) advance {C) cancel (D) dismiss

M. Mrs Malaprop is a chal:acter in the Play - "'--
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(A) The Rivals (B) Dr. Faustus (C) She stoops to conquer (D) The way of the wor:ld

Which famous work of John Milton's was based on the fall of man?
(A)Samson Agonistes (B) Paradise Lost (C) Lycidas (D) Paradise Regained

'Brevity is the soul of wit' is a quotation by-

(A) Milton(B) William Shakespear:e(C)T. S, Eliot (D) Ruskin
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64. The poem, 'Telephone Conversation " is written by
(A)T.S.E|iot(B)Wo|eSoyinka(C)she||ey(D)Ruskin
John Donne is a ------- poet.
(A) Metaphysical (B) Modern (C) Religious (D)Victorian
" The Solitary Reaper" is written by

(A) Milton (B) Byron (C)Wordsworth (D) Keats

One who knows evefihing
(A) omnistient (B) omnivorous (C) irresistible (D)thrasher.
Margaret Atwood is afan +--_--- writer.
(A)American (B)African (C) Canadian (D) Australian
The poem "Mending'Wall" is written by
(A) wordsworth (B) Margaret Atwood (c) Ezekiel (D) Robert Frost

70. "Vanity Fair" is a novel by?

(A)Jane Austen (B) charles Dickens (c) w M. Thackeray (D) Thomas Hardy
7L. He is sitting ----his friend.

(A) besides (B) beside (C) between (D) benebth
72. The idiom "to bring to book,f means

(A)to give book (B) to reserve (C) to punish (D)to believe
73. One who lives depending on others is called

(A) a parasite (B) a brute (C) a Lord (D) a Boss

Weavers, weaving at break of day,, :

Why do you weave a garment so gay?

Blue as the wing of a bluebird wild, :

We weave the robes of a new-born child.

Weavers, weaving at fall of night,

Why do you weave a garment so bright?

who among the following has written 'The scientific point of view,,?
(A) APJ Abdul Kalam (B)JBS Haldane (c)AG Gardiner (D) RK Nayayan
Keats calls autumn a season of
(A) Snow (B) Rains (C) Bright Sun (D) Mists
Read the poem carefully and write correct answers for the questions given below:
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Like the plumes of a peacock, purple and green,

We weave the marriage-veils of a queen.

Weavers, weaving solemn and stilt, . :,

What do you weave in the moonlight chill?
White as a feather and white as a cloud,

We weave a dead man's funeral shroud.
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93. Chinua Achebe is associated with
(A) Telephone Cohversation (B) Refugee Mother and Child (C) Autumn (D) None of
these

94. Not Just Oranges is Written by

(A) lsaiTobolsky (B) Kiran Desai (C)AG Gardiner (D) Rushdie

95. By hook or by crook means --
(A) by permission (B) bV noble means (C) by any means (D) bV request

99.

97.

(A) vikram seth (B) Bob Dylon (c) Doris Lessing (D) None of these
100. Who is popularly known as Bard of Avon?

(A) Witliam Shakespeare (B)Wordsworth (C) Tennyson (D)Sheiley

One who tallg in sleep is called

(A) Somnambulist (B) Somniloquent (C) Atheist (D) Chatterbox
lf you don't hurry, you ---- the bus.

(A) would miss (B) will miss (C) may miss (D) will have missed.
Cockermouth is the birth place of which poet?

(A) Kgats (B) Donne (C) Wordsworth (D) None of these
Who won the Nobel Prize in Literature in 2016?
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